Estimation and presentation of the spatial statistics analysis of the Earth scientific informations by R-Language

Junji Yamakawa

The estimation of the spatial distribution of the structural shift of the quartz from a granite rock body in the Northwest area of the Okayama city was attempted to perform using the spatial statistics. The structural shift of the quartz were detected by the X-ray structural analysis. In this study, the spatial statistical analyses were performed by the combination of some applications. The auto-correlation of the data was estimated using the kriging method (Matheron, 1973). Moreover, to minimize the estimation error, the Universal kriging, the kriging procedures using the auxiliary maps was employed. Each auxiliary data was generated from the public open data using with the data integration algorithm developed in this study. The first auxiliary data was a digital elevation model (DEM). The original DEM data was given by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan. The second auxiliary data was a buffer model. In this study, the boundary of a geologic feature was selected as the buffer reference line. The boundary data of the granite body was extracted from the Seamless Digital Geological Map (1:200,000) that was published by the Geological Survey of Japan. A multi buffer map was generated as the buffer model using the GIS application. The all coordinates of the data at the geospatial calculations are converted to the Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000 (JGD2000) System V. Because of this unifying process, the all geospatial statistics calculations can avoid the error caused by the displacement of the position.

The prediction of the estimated distribution of the structural shift that take into account the altitude was shown. The projection method of the predicted map was converted to latitude and longitude coordination with WGS84 ellipsoid. The appropriate script file coded by the Keyhole Markup Language (KML) was generated to plot the map with the Google earth. In the application, the map was automatically overlaid on the geographical data and the surface image of the Google earth. The qualitative analysis of the map compare with those geographical features by the arbitrary three dimensional directions and the magnification factor was enabled.

The all procedures could be performed using the non-proprietary applications in satisfactory precision. The Google earth representation may be useful for the qualitative analysis of the estimation map. In the high altitude and the marginal part of the rock body, the estimated structural shift was relatively high. The mineralogical and the petrological descriptions for the estimated distribution will require the further investigations.
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Laplacian map representation method for landform lineament elements by LiDA DEM
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In the case of obtaining landform lineament elements such as knick lines (convex and concave) and valley and ridge lines from Laplacian maps by LiDAR DEM, because landform elements intended to be obtained are buried due to noise of minute irregularities in the ground surface if detailed data is used as it is, it becomes necessary to perform averaging in a certain range. For identifying stepped landforms of a few tens of centimeters or more formed on a slope having random irregularities on the order of 20 to 30 cm in the ground surface using DEM with a grid spacing of 1 m, the most effective method is averaging a range of 5 to 9 grids square and using a Laplacian value ±0.05~0.1 as a threshold. For a more quantitative evaluation of the stepped landforms, it becomes necessary to also use averaging in a range of 3 grids simultaneously. When DEM with coarser grid spacings are used, almost equal results are obtained in averaging ranges of 5 grids up to a grid spacing of 2 to 3 m, but with a spacing of 4 m or more, it is difficult to identify stepped landforms on the order of a few tens of centimeters or more.
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Estimation of basal surface of Holocene based on buried surface at Nakagawa lowland, Central Japan

Yuki Hanashima\textsuperscript{1*}, Katsumi Kimura\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1}Univ.ofTsukuba, Graduate school of Life and Environment Sciences, \textsuperscript{2}AIST, Geological Survey of Japan

In Japan, Holocene is thickly deposited at coastal plain area concentrating large cities. Holocene is often deposited under groundwater surface, is unconsolidated, and constructs soft-ground. Therefore it is necessary to clarify the precise distributions of Holocene for construction works or earthquake disaster prevention.

This study is aimed to present a method of surface estimation for basal surface of Holocene in consideration of buried surface. The borehole database used in this study is from the Borehole Database for Urban Geology Project of AIST, Geological Survey of Japan. Unlike conventional studies of the basal surface of Holocene, cluster analysis and voronoi diagram are used for quantitative verification of estimated surface. The basal surface of Holocene with obvious boundary of buried surface can be estimated.
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Digital Japan Web. NEXT
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1GSI of Japan

1. Introduction

The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) proposed the concept of "Digital Japan" which aims the society where geospatial information is shared and highly utilized on a computer network. To realize this "Digital Japan", the GSI developed Digital Japan Web System in 2003 (Ono et al., 2004), improving it to be used especially in the national and local government office. In recent years, web map service of private corporations is becoming popular, such as Google Maps, and the society where everyone gets used to web maps is being established. However, although many people get used to web maps in daily life, it is not yet in the situation that the national and local government officers utilize geospatial information to increase the efficiency of their work.

On the other hand, the GSI defines "The Fresh Map 2011" (GSI, 2011) and "The Fresh Map 2012" (GSI, 2012) as an action plan for maintenance and practical use of the Digital Japan Basic Map. That action plan says that "The GSI proposes a solution and implements follow-up to government officers for satisfying their business needs when they use the Digital Japan Basic Map". The GSI defines "Digital Japan Web" as the general term of the Digital Japan Web system, maps, aerial photos, and the website where maps and aerial photos are displayed. It aims at playing the central role of proposing a solution and implementing follow-up to government officers when they used the Digital Japan Basic Map in their work.

This paper reports measures currently taken in developing Digital Japan Web (hereinafter referred to as Digital Japan Web. NEXT), in order to realize the contents written in The Fresh Map.

2. Main Features and Functions

The following improvement was performed for the promotion of utilization of Digital Japan Web. NEXT.

2.1. Map Data

In addition to the standard map, "The Monotone Map" and "The Blank Map" were added. These maps are added for the purpose of being inserted in documents which are frequently created in usual business.

2.2. Function

In addition to the function which Digital Japan equipped until now such as map displaying, drawing vectors, etc., added reading and preserving of an KML function. Although the GSI supports an original XML format as a standard format for Digital Japan Web System, the cooperation with other GIS software was difficult when the data of this format is used. By supporting KML on Digital Japan Web. NEXT, it becomes possible to display the data created by other GIS software or to display the data created by Digital Japan Web. NEXT on other GIS software. It is expected that utilization of geospatial information will be promoted.

2.3. Website Interface

The website interface of the former Digital Japan Web differed from ones of private corporations. Therefore, the user who visited Digital Japan Web System website could not use the functions intuitively, and this has become a prevention factor when they use this website. In order to solve this problem, the website interface of Digital Japan Web. NEXT, is designed referred to the web map service of private corporations which users utilize in their daily life.

This enabled them to use Digital Japan Web. NEXT in business intuitively.

3. Future Schedule

Digital Japan Web. NEXT, will be developed based on user’s needs. As an example, various geospatial information that the GSI holds will be displayed on one website. Moreover, the function which users can display their geospatial information easily will be added. By this, the information which users hold can be connected to maps and other geospatial information easily, and it is expected that the increase in efficiency of daily work.
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Hazard mapping on school road and its spatial characteristics - A case study of elementary school in Tsukuba city -

Kazuhisa Ohbi¹*, NUKUI, Tatsuya²

¹Faculty of Art and Design, University of Tsukuba, ²Placemaking Institute Inc.

The interest of safety and security of the region grow rapidly in Japan, such as crime prevention map, and disaster prevention map has been created with a lot of elementary school. We have held a workshop to consider the safety of school routes with school children and their parents together while walking the school route in elementary school area in Tsukuba, Ibaraki Prefecture. The purpose of this study is to clarify the spatial characteristics of hazardous locations that have been selected by their parents in this workshop. At the workshop, We got a map of 108 sheets filled out the dangerous place related to traffic, crime, and disasters, and the reason for its selection. In traffic hazard, we had the characteristics, such as the large amount of traffic and narrow road with no sidewalk. There were also the characteristics, no buildings around and the presence of forest and bushes, such as dark in crime hazard, and the collapse of the walls of the house in disaster hazard. In particular, crime and disaster hazard, had been influenced by the distance from buildings and building density.
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Discovery of landscape resources based on railway network using social media

Toshisuke Nakajima$^1$, Shin Yoshikawa$^2$, Kazunari Tanaka$^2$

$^1$JR West Japan Consultants Company, $^2$Faculty of Eng., OIT

Human behavior always involves something to more. People move on foot, by bicycle, by car, by rail and so on. Among them, the sequential landscape viewed from the railway network analyzed has been often. However, the railway also is important as the viewed object at present. In this study, the authors are going to analyze the landscape objects on railway networks by using geo-information technologies. Sequential Landscape the visible area of the natural elements viewed from the railway networks are calculated in the Kinki district from the viewpoint of the sequential landscape. On the other hand, in the case of the railway as the viewed object, the authors used picture-community site on internet where multiple users can access images. In concrete, the Osaka ST. is evaluated as one of the landscape resources for the existing railway network, Japan Railway West. And the railway landscape as the viewed objects were found around the Tokaido Line. As a result, the area that is characterized in the railway was clarified in detail.
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Extraction and modeling of seasonal variation factor in green landscape
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Landscape simulations have been becoming popular to the public by evolution of geospatial information technology. Moreover, in the scheme of the beautiful country creation policy decided in 2003, it is one of the themes that the three-dimensional landscape simulation by using GIS is carried out for landscape comparison and analysis. Which are comparatively shorter than the period of landscape transition, have been considered as variation factors in landscape engineering. However, the effect of variation factors on landscape is not so clear. In this research, a green landscape showing a delicate change with a change of the time is intended as the object. The green changes its aspect such as flowering and leaves’ coloring. They extract the green changing delicately such an aspect, and express the green landscape of every season by using CAD/CG after grasping the positional data.

At first, the city of Kyoto is selected as a case study area because the seasonal scenes there become tourist attractions. Next, the authors analyze in a large region in order to set the objective area and the viewpoint field. Finally, they grasp the vegetation changing in a scene landscape as a fundamental form of landscape. And they express changes in the green in every season visually by using CAD/CG.

They understand the status of vegetation around Kyoto in order to select the concrete study area. The existing vegetation map provided by the Biodiversity Center of Japan shows the Japanese maple and Japanese zelkova grow in groups in Arashiyama-Sagano district. Therefore, Arashiyama-Sagano district was selected as the study area, and the case study scenes and their viewpoints were selected by using the photo community website, too. As a result, two scenes were selected as the case study scenes. One is the scene which looks at the Togetsu Bridge against the background of Mt. Arashi, and another is the scene which looks at Mt. Arashi as a scenic backdrop from the Tenryu Temple.

In order to find the important tree in scenes, the visible-invisible analyses were conducted from two selected viewpoints. These analyses used DSM which made from DEM and LIDAR data. Because the ratio which the Japanese maple-zelkova community is seen in from two viewpoints is high, the vegetation distribution of the Japanese maple-zelkova community is understood in great detail.

The tree height is different approximately 10m between the Japanese maple and the Japanese zelkova. Therefore, the authors think that paying their attention to the surface of the Japanese maple-zelkova community can catch the distribution of the Japanese maple, which is in the layer of the near tall tree. Then, they has grasped the trees position located in the layer of the near tall tree by using contour lines made only from the first pulse of LIDAR data. Also the vegetation distribution of Arashiyama-Sagano district is expressed on TIN generated by every tree class and community. It is necessary to inspect whether a position of the Japanese maple which they extracted is right. So, the authors utilized the photogrammetry to verify the position of the Japanese maple. They combined the photo image taken on the spot with CG image rendered from 3D model. As a result, it could be confirmed that the Japanese maple leaves in the photo image had turned red at the same position as in 3D model made from LIDAR data.

Then, we utilize the geospatial information and estimate the position of the wild cherry trees. According to geometric characteristics and growth conditions of the wild cherry trees, they made 3D models for the wild cherry trees at the appropriate positions. And also they verified the positions of the wild cherry trees by the photogrammetry as well as the Japanese maple.

Finally, they made the entire 3D models by using CAD/CG to carry out the landscape simulation every season. As a result, utilizing LIDAR data and photo images specified the tree positions, and every seasonal scene could be modeled.
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Transition of Osaka in the right bank area of the old Yodo River
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The modern Japan had been planned quantitative improvement by rapid urbanization through a revival development in the post-war and the high economic growth. Therefore, characteristic culture and historical landscapes had been lost with urban development in the metropolitan area in Japan. However, in recent years after the quantitative development settled down in the city, the activity given attention to the city history such as a sightseeing policy and the history education has been carried out for the purpose of substantial and activation in city. Thus the interest in history is increasing in modern Japan. On the other hand, the utilization of GIS becomes more familiar to the public, because geospatial information technology has spread rapidly in recent years which are in the period of maturity as an information society. Especially, the utilization GIS is effective for the historical research, because it can process long-term and enormous information like transition analysis.

Osaka was prosperous as the Aqua Metropolis in Edo period, and has become the city crowded with public transport and high-rise buildings in Kansai area at present. Although Osaka was one of the three capitals with Edo and Kyoto in the Edo period, the study of urban transition in Osaka is not enough. In this study, the authors are trying to grasp the urban transition focusing on the old Yodo River in Osaka based on the collected historical materials by using GIS. And they are going to recognize again the existence of characteristic urban space around the old Yodo River which disappeared in the urban transition, and to aim at creating it again as historic value becoming attractive of Osaka.

It becomes necessary to arrange the long-term change efficiently in the study of urban transition. Therefore the authors decided to use the topographical map for six terms in this study every approximately 20 years from the middle of Meiji when the urbanization began. The expanded process of urbanization was expressed by extracting the streets around the old Yodo River from this topographical map. As a result, in the right bank area of the old Yodo River, the authors grasped urbanization progressed around the Osaka Station established in 1874 and along that river, and urban development is almost over in the early Showa period. While the urbanization was expanding, the new Yodo River was dug with repairing the Nakatsu River located in a northern part of Osaka City, and new canals could be found in the south of Osaka Station.

At the same time, the reconstruction of buildings in the built-up area was repeated in addition to the expansion of the urbanization by the long-term urban development. Then, the authors extracted the key buildings which were deciphered from a topographical map to catch changes in the built-up area, and they tried to grasp the land usage pattern. As a result, approximately 40 buildings were extracted at the Taisho period, and the most of them were historical buildings and factories. And the authors found that those extracted sites had been mostly changed into parks and residential quarters. Moreover, they tried to find the beginning time of urbanization and the changing time of land usage pattern. Buildings began to increase in the late Meiji period, and the land usage pattern started to change in the early Showa period.

Also, the authors try to compare the present cityscape with the old photo, because the change of the land usage pattern in the built-up area affects the landscape.

At the present stage of this study, the authors clarified the partial urban transition in the right bank area of the old Yodo River after the late Meiji period. In the near future, they are going to grasp the changes in each district in both sides of the old Yodo River in consideration of bridges which are the keys of cityscape and traffic in Osaka, and to simulate the cityscape in transition based on 3D urban model by using GIS and CAD/CG in integration.
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Analysis of regional conditions of cultivation abandonment by grid square statistics using GIS

Takehiro Morimoto¹
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The author composed grid square statistics using GIS to reveal the distribution of cultivation abandonment more precisely than ready-made regional statistics. The statistics is also suitable for analyses in combination with other ready-made social and environmental grid-square statistics. The agricultural grid square statistics was composed by allocating the value of the rural community statistics of Agricultural Census of Japan into the standard grid cell of Japan. Using the statistics he examined the spatial pattern of cultivation abandonment and the relationship between the abandonment and physical conditions, population, and agricultural production rural environment in Kanto Area, central Japan. The author examined the distribution of cultivation abandonment, agricultural production, population and topographic condition.

The result showed a slightly strong positive correlation between slope angle and ratio of cultivation abandonment. In steep slope areas worse situation for cultivating, decline in the production of special crops, decayed economic condition, and decrease in population resulted in high ratio of abandonment. In plain areas weak positive relationship between population density and abandonment was observed. Urbanizing impact on farmers’ attitude might increase the abandonment in high-density areas.
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Changes in the Distribution of Deer and Black Bears in Nagano Prefecture and Regulating Factors
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It is remarkable that wild animals make frequent appearances in villages and cause damages to crops, wood plantations and humans in recent years. The agricultural damage caused by the wild animal in Japan in the 2010 year amounts to about 23,900 million yen, where 70 percent are due to deer, wild boar, and monkeys (MAFF 2010). Also, bears cause not only damage to crops and wood plantations but also to humans.

In Europe and America wildlife management which manages the number of individual wild animals and their habitats has progressed to maintain hunting sustainably. Wildlife management has three elements, namely population management, habitat management, and consequence management. Wildlife management in Japan introduced the concepts of the European and American wildlife management. Also it is performed based on the wildlife aid-services plan of all prefectures according to the provisions of a country. It generally implements countermeasures to prevent wild animals from entering farmland or villages using expulsion or safety barriers. But currently no measures for the management of the environment are taken, such as maintenance of the environment of farmland and villages, and the environmental improvement of the wild animal’s habitats. In order to evaluate the habitats of wild animals it is necessary to consider the relationship between changes in the habitat distribution and environmental changes on a long term time scale.

This is why this study intends to analyze the changes in the distribution of Deer and Black Bears in Nagano Prefecture and its regulating factors.

Chiba (1964) reveals that the depth of snow and an evergreen broadleaf forest are important environmental factors of habitats for deer and wild boar. In accordance with this result, this study also assumes that depth of snow and an evergreen broadleaf forest are impacting the habitats of deer and black bears. I used 5km grid data of the habitats of deer and black bears and a vegetation map on a scale of 1:50,000 for 1978 and 2003, obtained from the Biodiversity Center at the Ministry of the Environment. In addition, categories of vegetation are distributed by the degree of natural vegetation. I created GIS data of the snow depth in 1978 and 2002 from data by the Nagano local meteorological observatory.

The method of analysis was to overlay and create a cross table of the vegetation data and the snow depth data corresponding to each period on the basis of the habitats of deer and black bears for two years (1978 and 2003).

As a result, the habitats of deer and black bears in 2003 are larger than they were in 1978. Traditionally, the deer are said to restrict their habitation to places where the snow is more than knee-deep. But, in fact, the habitat region was expanded also to the area of 1 m or more depth of snow. This showed that it could not necessarily be said that the habitation region is prescribed by only the depth of snow. Furthermore, compared to the bears the deer inhabited more areas near artificial plantation and secondary woodland. This is influenced by the feeding habits of the deer. Moreover, the habitats of deer and black bears expanded more towards residential districts and crop lands. In response to the influence of an energy revolution and the import overseas material, the felling of firewood and building lumber has decreased. Since man stopped cutting down the forest, it has been expanded that the environment which a wild animal can inhabit.

This is why the changes of the habitats of deer and black bears are affected by the changing environment. Therefore, deer and black bears make frequent appearances in villages, and the damage caused by wild animals to agricultural land, wood plantations and humans has increased in recent years.
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Analysis of changes in shoreline locations along the Shizuoka and Shimizu coast since the Meiji period
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Many researchers have analyzed changes in shoreline locations due to coastal erosion in relation to human activities, using topographic maps and aerial photographs. In such studies using topographic maps, errors due to paper sheet expansion and contraction were problematic. In studies using aerial photographs, errors due to the central projection and inclination of the axis of the camera can be reduced by geometric correction using GIS. This study aims to analyze temporal and spatial changes in shoreline locations since the Meiji period, using geometrically corrected topographic maps and aerial photographs, as well as a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM). We selected the Shizuoka and Shimizu coast in Shizuoka Prefecture as the study area. It is known that the extraction of a large amount of gravel from the bed of the Abe River in the 1950s and 1960s reduced sediment discharge, causing coastal erosion. Later breakwaters were built along the coast to reduce erosion, which also affected shoreline locations. Therefore, this area is suitable for studying human-induced shoreline changes.

We scanned topographic maps and aerial photographs and corrected them geometrically, using the base map information distributed by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI). Then vector data of shorelines were obtained by tracing lines shown in the corrected images of the topographic maps and aerial photographs. We also obtained shoreline data from the DEM which corresponds to the high-tide level. We set 13 baselines almost parallel to the shoreline, and survey lines perpendicular to the baseline at an interval of 25 m. Then the distance between the baseline and the shoreline along a survey line was measured to quantify changes in shoreline locations. The results were presented in maps and graphs to visually and quantitatively understand shoreline changes.

The detected changes of the shoreline locations and their controlling factors can be summarized as follows. Until 1953, when the influence of human activities was small, significant forwarding migration of shorelines had occurred particularly at the tip Miho Peninsula, and at the outlet of the Abe River. In these areas, sediment deposition had been very active. On the other hand, shorelines in other areas changed intricately and the balance between erosion and deposition had not always be constant even before the influence of human activities became strong. From 1953 to 1976, significant coastal erosion occurred at the outlet of the Abe River and south of the Udo Hills, caused by the extraction of a large amount of gravel from the bed of the Abe River. On the other hand, around the Miho Peninsula, the situation was very similar to that before 1953, in that shorelines changed intricately. This is because the influence of gravel extraction in the Abe River had not reached there until 1976. From 1976 to 2009, shorelines have moved forward at the outlet of the Abe River and south of the Udo Hills, because the supply of sediment from the Abe River has recovered gradually. However, shorelines moved back in some parts of the other areas, because the effect of increased sediment supply from the Abe River had not reached these areas. In addition, shorelines changed to form tongues or saws due to artificial construction. In summary, this study using various data sources and GIS allowed us to discuss details of shoreline changes related to both natural processes and human activities.
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Analysis of Upper Pleistocene to Holocene sequences in the Osaka intra-arc basin using a borehole database and GIS

Yuka Ito\(^1\)*, Takashi Oguchi\(^1\)

\(^1\)The university of Tokyo

Development of Upper Pleistocene and Holocene depositional sequences in the Osaka intra-arc basin was reconstructed based on the analysis of subsurface geology and topography using ca. 32000 borehole data and GIS. The database for information of ground (DIG) constructed by the Geo-database Information Committee in Kansai was analyzed. The result allowed us to discuss the formation of river/marine terraces during the regression from MIS 5 to MIS 2 and the distribution of incised-valleys of the Yodo, Ina, and Muko Rivers. Ravinement surfaces formed by wave and tidal erosion during the transgression from MIS 2 to MIS 1 were widely identified in Osaka Bay and the step in the surfaces could be correlated with the rapid sea level rise event at 7.6 ka.
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Geomorphological Factors Affecting Speleothem Distribution in the Abukuma Cave, Japan: A 3-D Laser Scanning Approach
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A terrestrial 3D laser scanner (TLS) is useful to obtain high resolution data of landforms. Recently TLS surveys have often been conducted to measure and analyze landforms particularly in Europe and North America, but have been relatively limited in Japan. This study aims to measure detailed topography of a limestone cave including speleothems using a TLS and analyze the relationship between speleothem distribution and morphological characteristics of surrounding ceilings. The study site is the Abukuma Cave in Tamura City, Fukushima Prefecture in central-northern Japan. We use a TLS of TOPCON Co. (GLS-1500) to obtain 3D point cloud data in a 29-m high space called Takine-goten. Analyses of the edited 3D point cloud, including a point dataset of stalactites and a 5-cm resolution DEM, were performed to assess the effects of slope and curvature of the ceiling surface on the distribution of stalactites. As a general trend, stalactites tend to occur at places with intermediate slopes, high standard deviations of slope and high absolute values of curvature. As a local analysis, the Takine-goten was divided into three areas in an outlet to inlet direction. Different characteristics of stalactite distribution and forms are found in each area. Stalactites are frequently found near the outlet where abundant water sprays out from the bedrock, despite low standard deviations of slope and low absolute values of curvature. Some stalactites in the innermost area are found in places with low standard deviations of slope and high absolute values of curvature, indicating that stalactites tend to occur in places where slope changes within a small area.
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